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●   Age: 18-25  years old
●  Connected with and love art, art performances and      
 communitary art projects, willing to open art to everybody
●  Conscious of group working and curious about
permaculture
●  Like to know people, to l ove people, in a international
community
●  Open to challenge, wanting to learn from and with
others, not afraid of making mistakes or not knowing once
and learning from that
●  Communicative and ability to listen, to accept
differences, laugh at yourself if needed
● Ready to act fast according to the instruction provided
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● Open heart, positive attitude, transparent, humble, ready
to help
●  Willing to take responsibility, proactive, see work and
things to do, be creative in finding solutions, do a lot with 0
euro, pay attention to the details, do not stop at half work,
finalise until the end (and a bit more)
● Be on time, not afraid of a long working day with physical
work, capable of following instructions
●  Experience in volunteering and basic knowledge of
English
● Ready to experience different things (Yoga, Creation...)
● Ethical and not dogmatic about ideology
● Fewer opportunities

VOLUNTEER
PROFILE



"TDZ - Fewer Opportunities- Festival Social 
is a projec,t directed to young people with fewer
opportunities, that aims to include (over 2 months in
Barcelona - Sant Pere, Santa Caterina and La Ribera
neighborhood) a young European volunteer in a community
platform that generates artistic-social projects that
promote the collective social interaction through art as a
common good.

Throughout this experience, the young volunteer will
support more specifically the cultural management and
production of TUDANZAS initiatives: TUDANZAS Social
Festival; Community Art Projects with locals; community
residencies with international artists; trainings on cultural
management, permaculture, yoga, dragon dreaming.
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ACTIVITY DATES: 1st April - 1st June 2022

The main activities in which the volunteer will
participate are:

Support in the promotion campaigns and communication;
Support in caring for the well-being of artists and people
participating in the festival;
Support recording of videos and photos;
Participate in the festival experience: art projects and
workshops.
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In these projects, the volunteer will support:

- The pre- and post-production of the projects:
programming, dynamics management, artist management,
volunteers and collaborators, materials management, etc.

Support for the Merchandising;
Support for the Bar;
Support for space logistics;
Materials and equipment support;
Support for the collection and storage of technical
equipment
Support for assembly and disassembly of technical
equipment;
Support in the accounting of daily income.
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Throughout the project, the volunteer will also support
general activities such as: 

- The public, community, team and other volunteers:
tasks of management and interaction with different
people and contexts depending on the event;
- The Material and Space Logistics: support for the
assembly of exhibitions and execution of participatory
artistic creation projects in contact with the artists and
community;
- Support for cataloguing and identification of
community works of art (Gallery);
- The facilitation of Laboratorio de Creación TUDANZAS
- The maintenance of a network of TUDANZAS partners.
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ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION

Throughout the project, the volunteer will also support
general activities such as: 

-The organization of talks and meetings to disseminate
and share their experience with TDZ;
- The maintenance and revitalization of the Space / Local
of the Association;
- The reception and integration of volunteers:
throughout their activity, the volunteer can collaborate
with the i ntegration of others.

In addition to the TUDANZAS activities, this project
includes specific activities where the volunteer will
receive guidance and training from the TUDANZAS team
- through team and volunteer meetings, and through
their participation and training in the TUDANZAS
dynamics from Dance and Art projects Community.



Pocket money and food money provided
Accommodation: The volunteer will share a room
in a hostel or a house, in the nearbys of the city,
together with another TUDANZAS voluteer and
other people
Travel money: travel expenses will be covered up
to a maximum of 275 €, after the end of the
activities.
Travel in Barcelona: The volunteer will get tickets
to the local transportation/bikes, in case the
location is distant from the office

PRACTICAL
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WEB SITE: www.tudanzas.com
BLOG: 

FACEBOOK:

INSTAGRAM: tudanzas.casc.antic
YOUTUBE: TUDANZAS CASC ANTIC
E-MAIL: tudanzas.voluntariado@gmail.com
Espacio TUDANZAS: Carrer Sant Pere Mitjà, 65,
bajos Barcelona, España,08003

https://sites.google.com/view/blog-tudanzas/quien-somos

https://www.facebook.com/TUDANZAS/

INFORMATIONS

https://sites.google.com/view/blog-tudanzas/quien-somos?authuser=0


To see all the projects 
visit our  web 

www.tudanzas.com 
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